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Abstract

Sarcasm employs ambivalence, where one says001
something positive but actually means nega-002
tive, vice versa. The essence of sarcasm, which003
is also a sufficient and necessary condition, is004
conflict between the literal and implied senti-005
ments expressed in one sentence. However, it006
is difficult to recognize such sentiment conflict007
because of the sentiments are mixed or even008
implicit. As a result, the recognition of so-009
phisticated and obscure sentiment brings in a010
great challenge to sarcasm detection. In this pa-011
per, we propose a Dual-Channel Framework by012
modeling both literal and implied sentiments013
separately. Based on this dual-channel frame-014
work, we design the Dual-Channel Net (DC-015
Net) to recognize sentiment conflict. Experi-016
ments on political debates (i.e., IAC-V1 and017
IAC-V2) and Twitter datasets show that our018
proposed DC-Net achieves state-of-the-art per-019
formance on sarcasm recognition.020

1 Introduction021

Sarcasm is a complicated linguistic phenomenon.022

Intuitively, it means that one says something pos-023

itive on surface form, while he/she actually ex-024

presses negative, vice versa (Liu, 2012; Merrison,025

2008). Take the sentence “Final exam is the best026

gift on my birthday” as an example, the literal sen-027

timent on surface is positive, which is reflected the028

explicit sentiment words, i.e., “best gift”. However,029

the factual part of the text (i.e., “final exam happens030

on birthday”) implies that the sentiment to express031

is negative. This example suggests that it is the sen-032

timent conflict that causes sarcasm linguistically.033

However, modeling this linguistic nature of sar-034

casm is a great challenge due to the difficulty of035

digging sentiment conflict between the literal and036

implied meanings. We know that non-sarcastic037

texts do not contain implied meaning, so the lit-038

eral sentiment is consistent with the actual senti-039

ment. But for sarcastic texts, there is more than040

one meaning that coexist in one sentence. The lit- 041

eral meaning and the implied meaning are reflected 042

in different sub-sentences. What’s more difficult, 043

sentiments behind the two meanings are mixed or 044

even implicit. 045

Many existing studies adopt generic classifica- 046

tion models for sarcasm recognition (Lou et al., 047

2021; Ghosh and Veale, 2016). However, these 048

methods directly model the entire sentence with- 049

out considering the contradictory meanings behind 050

sarcastic texts. Besides, there are studies using con- 051

trast patterns (e.g., phrase pair and word pair) as 052

an indicator to detect sarcasm, which is approach- 053

ing the linguistic essence of sarcasm. Riloff et al. 054

(2013); Joshi et al. (2015) detect contrast or incon- 055

gruity patterns, i.e., the co-occurrence of positive 056

sentiment phrases and negative situational phrases. 057

Tay et al. (2018); Xiong et al. (2019) use an at- 058

tention mechanism to measure the sentiment con- 059

flict between word pairs in sarcastic texts. How- 060

ever, these methods emphasize too much on the 061

explicit sentiment conflict on surface form (i.e., 062

word/phrase level), which mainly reflect the literal 063

meaning. As a result, the factual text is underesti- 064

mated, which expresses the implied sentiment. 065

Dual-Channel Framework. In this paper, we pro- 066

pose a dual-channel framework to model the lit- 067

eral sentiment and the implied sentiment simulta- 068

neously. So we can exploit the conflict between the 069

two channels in a comprehensive way. Figure 1 de- 070

picts the proposed dual-channel framework. Literal 071

channel and implied channel are used to detect the 072

surface and the hidden meanings separately. Once 073

sentiment conflict is detected, we then determine 074

the existence of sarcasm. The design of the dual- 075

channel framework balances the effect of literal 076

and implied inputs and avoids focusing too much 077

on either one channel while ignoring the other. Our 078

framework covers existing sarcasm patterns, and 079

could be further enhanced to detect more sentiment 080

conflict patterns. 081
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“Final exam is the best 
gift on my birthday.”

Literal Channel

“best gift”

Implied Channel

“Final exam is on 
my birthday”

Sentiment 
Contradiction

Figure 1: The Dual-Channel Framework for sarcasm
recognition.

Based on this framework, we develop the Dual-082

Channel Net (DC-Net) to detect sarcasm. DC-Net083

contains four modules: decomposer, literal channel,084

implied channel, and analyzer. In general, senti-085

ment words directly reflect the surface sentiment,086

while the text without sentiment words reflects the087

implied sentiment. Hence, we split the sentiment088

words of input text into literal channel, and put089

the remaining words to implied channel by decom-090

poser. Then we use the literal channel to model091

surface meaning, and the implied channel to model092

hidden meaning. Lastly, we use analyzer to recog-093

nize the conflict. Experiments on three benchmark094

datasets (i.e., IAC-V1, IAC-V2 and Tweets) show095

that our proposed DC-Net model achieves state-of-096

the-art performance.097

The main contributions of this paper are two098

fold. First, to the best of our knowledge, the dual-099

channel framework is the first attempt to explicitly100

separate literal meaning and implied meaning, for101

detecting sentiment conflict between them. Second,102

experiments conducted on benchmark datasets (i.e.,103

IAC-V1/V2 and Tweets) show that the proposed104

model achieves state-of-the-art performance.105

2 Related Work106

Prior works on sarcasm recognition can be divided107

into traditional models and neural network based108

models. There are also methods considering con-109

text information, e.g., history posts (Hazarika et al.,110

2018; Zhang et al., 2016), user profile (Poria et al.,111

2016; Kolchinski and Potts, 2018). However, such112

context and user profile information may not be113

always available.114

2.1 Traditional Models 115

Most traditional approaches adopt the machine 116

learning methods such as SVM with manually 117

crafted rules or features. The features includes 118

sentiment lexicons (González-Ibáñez et al., 2011), 119

pragmatic features (i.e., emoticons (González- 120

Ibánez et al., 2011), capitalization, and punctua- 121

tions (Joshi et al., 2015)), and pattern-based fea- 122

tures (Riloff et al., 2013) et al.. Hee et al. (2018b) 123

combine common sense to assist sarcasm detection 124

on Twitter. Accordingly, the accuracy for sarcasm 125

recognition highly depends on the quality of fea- 126

tures. 127

Rewriting key part of sentence(s) manually is 128

an expensive but effective method. Ghosh et al. 129

(2015) believe that sarcasm involves a figurative 130

meaning which is usually the opposite of literal 131

meaning. So they re-frame sarcasm recognition as 132

literal/sarcastic word sense disambiguation prob- 133

lem. Last, they paraphrase sarcastic texts manually 134

to obtain target words that cause sarcastic disam- 135

biguation. This work is novel but heavily relies 136

on manual paraphrasing and labeling of datasets 137

to find target words. Moreover, target words are 138

mostly limited to sentiment words. As a result, 139

the model is dominated by these explicit sentiment 140

words and ignores the implied channel. 141

2.2 Neural Networks Based Models 142

As attention mechanism has led to improvements 143

in various NLP tasks, Tay et al. (2018); Xiong et al. 144

(2019) use attention to capture the relationship of 145

word pairs along with an LSTM to model the entire 146

sentence. Ghosh and Veale (2016) propose a model 147

composed of CNN, LSTM, and DNN for sarcasm 148

detection. Lou et al. (2021) design a GCN-based 149

model combining SenticNet (Cambria et al., 2020), 150

dependency tree and LSTM with GCN (Kipf and 151

Welling, 2017) together, which achieves state-of- 152

the-art performance. Similar to previous studies, 153

to better understand sarcasm, many approaches are 154

able to utilize external information such as emoji 155

expressions (Felbo et al., 2017), affective knowl- 156

edge (Babanejad et al., 2020) and commonsense (Li 157

et al., 2021). (Joshi et al., 2017) provide a more 158

comprehensive survey. Moreover, there have been 159

many systems developed for a shared task (Ghosh 160

et al., 2020). We observe that these models are 161

rarely designed to reflect the essential features of 162

sarcasm phenomenon so that they can be applied 163

to other classification tasks. 164
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3 The Dual-Channel Network (DC-Net)165

The architecture of the proposed DC-Net is shown166

in Figure 2. It consists of four modules: the de-167

composer, the literal channel, the implied channel,168

and the analyzer. Given an input text, we use de-169

composer to split it into two sub-sentences corre-170

sponding to the two channels. Then we use literal171

and implied channels to derive literal and implied172

representations independently. Lastly, analyzer pre-173

dicts whether the text is sarcastic or not through174

detecting the sentiment conflict.175

3.1 Decomposer176

The decomposer module is designed to split input177

text to the literal and implied channels. In multiple178

sarcastic corpus, we observe that sarcastic texts of-179

ten contain evident sentiment words. More specifi-180

cally, the sentiment words directly reflect the literal181

sentiment, while the remaining text expresses the182

implied sentiment. For example, sentiment words183

of input text (e.g., “best gift”) represent positive,184

while the remained part (e.g., “Final exam is on my185

birthday”) implies the negative sentiment. Shown186

in Table 1, proportion of texts that contain sen-187

timent words ranges from 88% to 96% in three188

datasets. Hence, using sentiment words to split189

input is well-suited for this scene.190

Considering a text WT = {w1, w2, . . . , wN}191

with N words, we decompose it into two pieces:192

the sentiment words WL, and the remaining text193

WD (see Figure 2). WL is fed to the literal channel,194

and WD to the implied channel. In this process,195

we use sentiment lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) to196

pick up sentiment words. If no sentiment words197

are matched from the given text, the original text198

is used as the literal channel’s input, which is the199

same as the implied channel. Note that sentiment200

words are mostly adjectives or adverbs, deleting201

them from sentences has no much influence on202

semantics. Although the text is not normative as203

expected after decomposing, we do not fill in the204

full text with placeholders like <MASK>.205

Sarcasm as a complex linguistic phenomenon206

has various patterns. For example, text with207

word/phrase pair sentiment conflict is another pat-208

tern. Fortunately, sentiment conflicts are common209

in sarcasm texts. In this sense, the dual-channel210

framework could be further developed to detect211

more sentiment conflict patterns.212
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Figure 2: The architecture of the DC-Net.

3.2 Literal Channel 213

The literal Channel includes an encoder, two linear 214

layers, and a softmax classifier. EncoderL is used 215

to encode the literal text WL. Then we can get the 216

literal representation vL through 217

vL = EncoderL(WL). (1) 218

Next, we use a softmax layer to compute the literal 219

sentiment distribution based on the literal represen- 220

tation vL. 221

Pl = softmax(WrvL + br), (2) 222

where Wr and br are parameters of the linear layer. 223

Considering the semantic complexity of sarcas- 224

tic texts, a single representation of sentiment words 225

may lose context information. So we adopt another 226

EncoderT to encode the original text WT and ob- 227

tain the representation of the entire text vT through 228

229

vT = EncoderT (WT ). (3) 230

Last, we concatenate the literal state vL and the 231

entire text’s state vT , followed by a linear layer 232

and ReLU activation function to reduce dimension. 233

Briefly, the final representation v
′
L of the literal 234

channel is formulated as: 235

v
′
L = ReLU(Wl[vL; vT ] + bl), (4) 236

where Wl and bl are parameters of the second linear 237

layer. 238

3.3 Implied Channel 239

In the implied channel, we also adopt an Encoder 240

with the same structure but different parameters to 241

encode the implied input text WD, and the repre- 242

sentation of the implied channel is formulated as: 243

244

vD = EncoderD(WD). (5) 245
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Similarly, we use softmax to calculate the im-246

plied sentiment distribution based on the implied247

hidden state vD:248

Pd = softmax(WzvD + bz), (6)249

where Wz and bz are parameters.250

Again, we concatenate the implied hidden state251

vD with the entire text’s hidden state vT , followed252

by a linear layer and activation layer ReLU. The253

final representation v
′
D of the implied channel is254

formulated as:255

v′D = ReLU(Wd[vD; vT ] + bd), (7)256

where, Wd and bd are parameters.257

Note that structures of the two channels are sym-258

metrical, as both channels use Encoder models.259

However, the two encoders in the two channels do260

not share parameters, and their inputs are different.261

Since both channels are not specific to particular262

encoders, the Dual-Channel Framework is able to263

adapt to mainstream encoders, e.g., LSTM (Hochre-264

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997), CNN (Kim, 2014),265

Recursive Neural Network (Socher et al., 2011),266

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) et al.. In DC-Net, we267

adopt Bi-LSTM as encoders for both channels.268

3.4 Analyzer269

The analyzer is designed to measure the conflict270

between the literal and the implied channels. We271

concatenate the literal representation v
′
L and the272

implied representation v
′
D and feed the result to a273

softmax layer. Other analyzers such as subtraction274

or cosine similarity also fit our design.275

Ps = softmax(Wp([v
′
L, v

′
D]) + bp), (8)276

where Wp and bp are parameters.277

Although sarcasm has a strong correlation to lit-278

eral sentiment and implied sentiment, we do not279

have gold labels for both sentiments. Hence, re-280

questing the model to directly output sentiments on281

both channels may confuse the model. For this rea-282

son, we develop the objective function of sarcasm283

classification by adding objectives of the literal and284

implied channels.285

3.5 Training Objective286

The training objective of the proposed DC-Net287

model considers three aspects. One is to minimize288

the cross-entropy loss of the sarcasm probability289

distribution. The other two are to minimize the290

cross-entropy loss of the literal and the implied 291

sentiment probability distribution respectively. 292

Sarcasm Objective. The sarcasm objective is to 293

ensure the basic ability of detection. Hence, we 294

use the cross-entropy loss of sarcasm classification. 295

The objective Js is formulated as: 296

Js(θ) =
∑

cross-entropy(ys,Ps), (9) 297

where Ps denotes the sarcasm probability distribu- 298

tion of the text. The groundtruth of the sarcasm 299

label is ys. 300

Literal Sentiment Objective. In our implementa- 301

tion, we determine the literal sentiment label based 302

on the number of words with positive sentiment 303

and words with negative sentiment in the text. For 304

sarcastic texts, if the number of positive words is 305

greater than negative words, the literal sentiment 306

label is positive and the implied sentiment label is 307

negative, vice versa. For non-sarcastic texts, both 308

the literal sentiment label and the implied senti- 309

ment label are the same, determined by the number 310

of positive/negative sentiment words. 311

The literal sentiment classification objective is 312

then formulated as: 313

Jl(θ) =
∑

cross-entropy(yl,Pl), (10) 314

where Pl is the literal sentiment probability distri- 315

bution. The label generated by the labeling process- 316

ing of the literal sentiment is yl. 317

Implied Sentiment Objective. We observe that 318

literal sentiment and implied sentiment of sarcastic 319

texts are often opposite. Using the implied labels 320

based on the automatic labeling processing, we cal- 321

culate the implied sentiment classification objective 322

by 323

Jd(θ) =
∑

cross-entropy(yd,Pd), (11) 324

where Pd denotes the implied sentiment probability 325

distribution. The label generated by the labeling 326

processing of the implied sentiment is yd. 327

Considering the three objectives, we obtain the 328

final objective function L by adding them together: 329

330

L(θ) = λ1Js(θ) + λ2Jl(θ) + λ3Jd(θ), (12) 331

where θ is the parameter set of the model. λ1, λ2 332

and λ3 are used to leverage the contributions of the 333

three objectives. 334
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4 Experiment335

4.1 Datasets and Implementation Details336

We conduct experiments on three benchmark337

datasets: IAC-V1, IAC-V2, and Tweets. These338

datasets do not contain context information such339

as tweet posts and user profiles. All of them have340

been widely used in evaluating sarcasm detection.341

IAC-V1 is collected from the online political342

debates forum1. It is the subset of the Internet343

Argument Corpus (Lukin and Walker, 2017). Com-344

pared to tweets, texts of IAC are much longer and345

more normative. IAC-V2 (Oraby et al., 2016) con-346

tains more data than IAV-V1 (the two versions have347

a few overlaps). IAC-V2 divides sarcasm into three348

sub-types. We use the largest subset (general sar-349

casm) in our experiments. Tweets dataset is pro-350

posed in SemEval 2018 Task 3 (Hee et al., 2018a).351

There are three variations of the text in this dataset:352

(i) original texts, (ii) texts with hashtags removed,353

and (iii) texts with hashtags and emoji expressions354

removed. Hashtags like "#not", "#sarcasm", and355

"#irony", are originally obtained from users. The356

hashtags are also used as prior knowledge for col-357

lecting sarcastic posts. In our experiments, we used358

the version without hashtags.359

Table 1 reports the statistics. We observe that360

more than 88% of the texts contain sentiment361

word(s). Hence, it is reasonable to decompose362

the original text into sentiment words and non-363

sentiment words, as inputs to literal channel and364

implied channel, respectively. The number of in-365

stances in the three datasets is between 1k and 6k.366

Due to the small size, the split of train/valid/test is367

important to avoid over-fitting. For Tweets dataset,368

we follow the official train/test split. Then we ran-369

domly select 5% from training as valid sub-dataset.370

There is no official train/valid/test split for the two371

IAC datasets, so we split IAC datasets following372

the same ratio of Tweets. The baselines papers do373

not provide the split (or not conduct experiments374

on IAC datasets). As a result, we cannot directly375

adopt the results of baselines reported in their orig-376

inal papers. Hence, we re-implement all baseline377

models on IAC-V1 and IAC-V2 datasets.378

There are another three datasets for sarcasm de-379

tection. Riloff et al. (2013) and Ptáček et al. (2014)380

propose another two datasets based on Tweets, but381

they only provide tweet IDs. Due to modified au-382

thorization status, lots of tweets are unavailable or383

1http://www.4forums.com/political/

Table 1: Statistics of datasets. Avg ℓ denotes the average
length of texts in the number of tokens. s ratio is the
proportion of texts that contain sentiment words.

Dataset Train Valid Test Avg ℓ s ratio

IAC-V13 1,596 80 320 68 91%
IAC-V24 5,216 262 1,042 43 96%
Tweets5 3,634 200 784 14 88%

deleted. For this reason, we could not experiment 384

on the two Tweet datasets. Khodak et al. (2018) 385

build a large self-annotated dataset from the Reddit 386

forum platform. This dataset contains rich context 387

information including posts, comments, responses, 388

and authors. Since our work focuses on text-based 389

sarcasm recognition, we do not use this dataset. 390

Implementation Details. We use Glove (Penning- 391

ton et al., 2014) embeddings to initialize word vec- 392

tors. The dimension of the vector is 300. There 393

is a checkpoint every 16 mini-batch, and the batch 394

size is 32. For Tweets dataset, the dropout on em- 395

beddings is set to 0, while for IAC datasets it is 396

set to 0.5. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) is used 397

to optimize our model. The parameters β1 and β2 398

of Adam are set to 0.9 and 0.999. The learning 399

rates for model parameters except word vectors 400

are 1e-3, and 1e-4 for word vectors. Our model is 401

implemented with Pytorch2 (version 1.7.0). 402

On IAC datasets, all of the loss contributions 403

λ1, λ2, λ3 of our DC-Net model are set to 1. On 404

Tweets, they are set to 1, 1e-4, and 0.3, respec- 405

tively. The hyperparameters are searched over the 406

validation sub-dataset. 407

4.2 Compared Methods 408

We evaluate our model against the following base- 409

lines: 410

UCDCC (Ghosh and Veale, 2018) is a Siamese 411

LSTM model exploiting Glove word embedding 412

features. The method has designed a lot of rules 413

in preprocessing Twitter data. It achieves the best 414

performance on SemEval 2018 Task 3 Subtask A. 415

THU-NGN (Wu et al., 2018) consists of densely 416

connected LSTMs based on word embeddings, sen- 417

timent features, and syntactic features. It ranks 418

second on SemEval 2018 Task 3 Subtask A. 419

2https://pytorch.org
3https://nlds.soe.ucsc.edu/sarcasm1
4https://nlds.soe.ucsc.edu/sarcasm2
5https://github.com/Cyvhee/SemEval2018-Task3
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Table 2: The precision, recall, and macro F1 of sarcasm recognition. The results marked with * are from Hee et al.
(2018a). The best results are in boldface and second-best underlined.

Model
IAC-V1 IAC-V2 Tweets

Pre. Rec. F1 Acc. Pre. Rec. F1 Acc. Pre. Rec. F1 Acc.

UCDCC 58.6 58.6 58.5 58.5 67.1 67.0 67.0 67.0 78.8∗ 66.9∗ 72.4∗ 79.7∗
THU-NGN 64.4 64.3 64.2 64.3 73.3 73.3 73.3 73.3 63.0∗ 80.1∗ 70.5∗ 73.5∗

Bi-LSTM 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.6 79.8 79.7 79.7 79.7 71.8 71.7 71.7 73.0
AT-LSTM 65.9 65.5 65.3 65.5 76.7 76.2 76.1 76.2 70.8 71.6 70.0 70.2
CNN-LSTM-DNN 61.5 61.2 60.9 61.1 75.4 75.3 75.2 75.3 71.9 72.9 71.9 72.3
MIARN 65.6 65.2 64.9 65.2 75.4 75.3 75.2 75.3 68.6 68.8 68.8 70.2
ADGCN 64.3 64.3 64.3 64.3 81.0 80.9 80.9 80.9 72.6 73.2 72.8 73.6

DC-Net 66.6 66.5 66.4 66.5 82.2 82.1 82.1 82.1 76.4 77.5 76.3 76.7

Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) is420

a variant of RNN, which could learn long-term421

dependencies and bidirectional information.422

AT-LSTM (Wang et al., 2016) is an LSTM model423

followed by a neural attention mechanism. It could424

attend the important part of the input.425

CNN-LSTM-DNN (Ghosh and Veale, 2016) is a426

combination of CNN, LSTM, and DNN. It stacks427

two layers of convolution and two LSTM layers,428

then passes the output to a DNN for prediction.429

MIARN (Tay et al., 2018) learns the intra-sentence430

relationships of word pairs and the sequential rela-431

tionships of the given text.432

ADGCN (Lou et al., 2021) is a GCN-based method433

with sentic graph and dependency graph. The ini-434

tial input of GCN is the hidden state of Bi-LSTM.435

4.3 Main Experiment Results436

Table 2 showes that our DC-Net achieves the best437

macro F1 results across all datasets. On Tweets438

dataset, DC-Net achieves about 3.5% improvement439

in F1 score than the best baseline. On IAC-V2440

dataset, our model outperforms the second-best441

baseline by 1.2% in F1. Surprisingly, compared442

with basic encoder model Bi-LSTM, our DC-Net443

boosts the performance up to 5% and 3% respec-444

tively on Tweets and IAC-V2, demonstrating the ef-445

fectiveness of our dual-channel design. For Tweets446

dataset, the average length of texts is 14 words,447

which leads to a lack of information for sarcasm448

recognition. Nevertheless, our DC-Net improve449

3.5% on F1 compared with the previous state-of-450

the-art ADGCN. It proves the effectiveness of our451

dual-channel framework.452

Interestingly, UCDCC achieves the best preci-453

sion 78.8% and accuracy 79.7% on Tweets dataset.454

Besides, THU-NGN gets the best recall 80.1% on 455

Tweets. UCDCC designs targeted rules to prepro- 456

cess the input text and it achieves the best perfor- 457

mance on SemEval 2018 Task 3 Subtask A. Rules 458

could improve precision effectively, but they can- 459

not take recall into account at the same time. So the 460

F1 is not good enough. The last place performance 461

of UCDCC on IAC-V1/V2 also proves this point. 462

These are because the designed rules are hard to 463

fit missing instances and other domains. Similarly, 464

THU-NGN uses linguistic knowledge such as senti- 465

ment and syntactic, so it achieves the highest recall 466

on Tweets but it cannot perform equally well on 467

other datasets. That is, rules have limitations in 468

handling this task. 469

The previous state-of-the-art ADGCN achieves 470

second-best on IAC-V2 and Tweets. However, on 471

IAC-V1 dataset, ADGCN performs not as well as 472

the result reported in their paper. IAC-V1 dataset 473

is relatively small so that the train/valid/test split 474

has a significant impact. Our experiments also 475

show that MIARN’s performance is not as good as 476

expected. This indicates that the basic utilization 477

of word pair correlation is not enough to improve 478

the performance of sarcasm detection. Bi-LSTM, 479

AT-LSTM, and CNN-LSTM-DNN methods are all 480

based on LSTM. Thus the performances of these 481

models on Tweets and IAC-V1 are close. 482

4.4 Comparison with BERT 483

BERT has contributed to significant improvements 484

on various NLP tasks. To do a comprehensive 485

comparison, we apply the Dual-Channel Frame- 486

work to BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) model by using 487

BERT as the encoder. The new model with BERT 488

is named DC-Net (w/ BERT). Table 3 reports the 489

experimental results. 490
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Table 3: The precision, recall, and macro F1 of models
including BERT, DC-Net with BERT as Encoder, and
DC-Net with Bi-LSTM as Encoder.

Model
Tweets

Pre. Rec. F1 Acc.

BERT 69.1 67.6 68.1 71.6
DC-Net (w/ BERT) 70.2 70.7 70.4 71.3
DC-Net (w/ Bi-LSTM) 76.4 77.5 76.3 76.7

As expected, the DC-Net (w/ BERT) model491

achieves significant improvement compared with492

the basic BERT. This result shows that our dual-493

channel framework is adaptable and effective. In-494

terestingly, we observe that BERT-based methods495

perform not well enough compared with its huge496

improvement on other NLP tasks. This can be at-497

tributed to the fact that the corpus of pre-trained498

BERT contains more deterministic data (e.g., only499

one meaning without sentiment conflict). However,500

sarcasm is a niche linguistic phenomenon. The501

poor performance of BERT further reinforces that502

sarcasm recognition is a difficult task. It tells us that503

applying well-performed text classification meth-504

ods directly does not lead to good performance.505

4.5 Ablation Study506

Recall that the model training objective (see Sec-507

tion 3) contains three objectives: sarcasm recog-508

nition, literal sentiment classification, and implied509

sentiment classification. To study the effect of510

the three objectives, we conduct ablation study on511

Tweets dataset.512

Table 4: Ablation study on Tweets dataset. Js denotes
using sarcasm loss only. Js+Jd means using sarcasm
and implied loss. Js+Jl means using sarcasm and lit-
eral loss. Js+Jl+Jd denotes using sarcasm, literal, and
implied loss.

Objective
Tweets

Pre. Rec. F1 Acc.

Js 74.6 75.4 74.8 75.4
Js+Jd 74.2 75.2 74.0 74.4
Js+Jl 73.0 74.0 72.8 73.1
Js+Jl+Jd 76.4 77.5 76.3 76.7

Table 4 lists results of ablation study. The model513

using only sarcasm recognition loss performs the514

worst. By adding literal and implied sentiment515

classification losses, the model’s performance im-516

proves 1.5 points on macro F1 score. As expected,517
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Figure 3: Results of t-SNE visualization

the model with both literal and implied losses per- 518

forms the best. It reveals that the dual channels 519

complement each other. Conflict detection could 520

recognize sarcasm when both of them are consid- 521

ered. 522

4.6 Effectiveness of DC-Net by Visualization 523

To verify the rationality and effectiveness of our 524

proposed DC-Net, we adopt t-SNE (Van der 525

Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to visualize high- 526

dimensional vector representations based on the 527

test sub-dataset of IAC-V2 (with largest data). 528

To figure out the effect of each channel, we visu- 529

alize the representations of the literal channel and 530

the implied channel. Figure 3(a) shows the visual- 531

ization of literal representation v
′
L and implied rep- 532

resentation v
′
D. Recall that the decomposer module 533

splits the original text into sentiment words and the 534

remaining. We observe that there is a clear sepa- 535

ration between literal and implied representations 536

from Figure 3(a). This strongly indicates that our 537

dual-channel framework is capable of effectively 538

separating the representations of the two channels. 539

To get into the essence of sarcastic and non- 540

sarcastic texts, we visualize the sarcastic and non- 541

sarcastic representations from the overall and sep- 542

arate perspectives. Figure 3(b) shows the sarcas- 543

tic and non-sarcastic representations in analyzer 544

from the overall perspective. We observe that 545

non-sarcastic texts focus on the upper right corner, 546
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Table 5: The macro F1 change from basic models to
dual-channel based models.

Basic Model
Changing Range on F1

IAC-V1 IAC-V2 Tweets

AT-LSTM ↑ 0.4 ↑ 1.1 ↑ 1.5
BERT ↑ 0.4 ↑ 1.7 ↑ 2.3
MIARN ↑ 1.1 ↑ 2.8 ↑ 4.8
Bi-LSTM ↑ 1.8 ↑ 2.4 ↑ 4.6

while sarcastic texts scatter on the lower left corner.547

It reveals that the sarcasm patterns are complex and548

changeable. Luckily, the dividing line between the549

two is relatively clear. Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d)550

show the sarcastic representation and non-sarcastic551

representation of each channel, respectively. Fig-552

ure 3(c) shows that for literal channel, the dividing553

line is not clear. This verifies that building literal554

representation is not enough to distinguish sarcasm.555

As a comparison, Figure 3(d) shows that for the556

implied channel, the sarcastic and non-sarcastic557

representations are well divided. It reveals that the558

implied channel is more distinguishing when de-559

tecting sarcasm. To this end, explicitly separating560

the literal and implied channels is necessary and561

effective.562

4.7 Flexibility of Dual-Channel Framework563

Flexibility of encoder. The dual-channel frame-564

work is flexible and generic, and can be realized by565

plugging in existing sarcasm recognition models,566

e.g., MIARN, or classification models, e.g., AT-567

LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and BERT. Therefore, we use568

these methods as the encoder to examine the flex-569

ibility of our proposed framework. The changing570

range on macro F1 from original baseline models571

to Dual-Channel models is shown in Table 5.572

As expected, the performance of baseline mod-573

els has different degrees of improvement on all574

datasets after applying dual-channel Framework.575

For relatively simple models such as MIARN and576

Bi-LSTM, the improvement could be up to 4.8%.577

Interestingly, for complex models like BERT, the578

improvement is up to 2.3%. As we mentioned ear-579

lier, the basic BERT performs not good enough580

because sarcasm is a niche linguistic scene and581

the training dataset of BERT contains few sarcasm582

texts. After applying the dual-channel framework583

to BERT, the performance for sarcasm recogni-584

tion improves a lot. These prove that our designed585

Table 6: Comparisons of different analyzer methods.

Analyzer
F1

IAC-V1 IAC-V2 Tweets

Subtraction 65.1 80.7 75.2
Concatenation 66.4 82.1 76.3

framework is able to fit various encoders with a 586

significant improvement. 587

Flexibility of analyzer. The analyzer module is 588

used to measure the difference between the literal 589

channel and the implied channel. As we described 590

in Section 3.4, other analyzer methods such as con- 591

catenation and subtraction could be applicable. To 592

this end, we compare different analyzer methods. 593

Table 6 shows the results. We observe that con- 594

catenation performs better than subtraction on all 595

datasets. It is because concatenation holds more 596

useful information and DC-Net could compare the 597

difference between the two input representations. 598

However, subtraction only outputs the margin be- 599

tween the two representations. It loses the original 600

values which also contain useful information. 601

5 Conclusion and Future Work 602

In this study, we argue that the essential character- 603

istic of sarcastic text is the conflict between literal 604

and implied sentiments in the same sentence. To 605

this end, we propose a dual-channel framework to 606

recognize sarcasm by decomposing the input text 607

into the literal channel and the implied channel 608

Based on the framework, we develop DC-Net. DC- 609

Net is capable of exploiting the literal sentiment 610

by encoding the sentiment words of input text, and 611

exploiting the implied sentiment by encoding the re- 612

maining text. Experiments show that the proposed 613

DC-Net achieves state-of-the-art performance. 614

Our future work is planed in two main direc- 615

tions. For now, we use sentiment words as a static 616

decomposer. To model more sarcasm patterns, dy- 617

namic decomposing will be explored. Accordingly, 618

encoders for both channels should be re-designed 619

based on the new dynamic decomposer. Another 620

direction is to redesign the analyzer. In the current 621

design, we adopt a soft weighting mechanism to de- 622

tect sentiment conflict between the two channels. A 623

redesigned analyzer may be able to output opposite 624

sentiments directly, for more effective detection of 625

sentiment conflict. 626
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